Molecular cytogenetic analysis of feline leukemia virus insertions in cat lymphoid tumor cells.
This study was conducted to map the acquired proviral insertions in the chromosomal genome of feline lymphoid tumors induced by feline leukemia virus (FeLV). Chromosome specimens of the lymphoid tumor-derived cell lines and normal cat lymphocytes were subjected to fluorescence in situ hybridization and tyramide signal amplification, using an exogenous FeLV-A genome as a probe. Specific hybridization signals were detected only on the metaphase chromosomes of the tumor cells. Poisson's distribution-based statistics indicated that 6 chromosomal loci in each cell line showed FeLV integration. In the examination of metaphase chromosomes of FL-74, FT-1 and KO-1 cells, significant signals were detected on B2p15-p14, B2q11, D1p14, E1p14-p13, E1q12 and F2q16; A2p23-p22, B2p15-p14, B4p15-p14, D4q23-q24, E1p14-p13 and E2p13-p12; and A2p22, A3q22, B1p13, B1q13, D1p13 and D3p15-p14, respectively. Consistently, Southern blot hybridization using an FeLV LTR-U3 probe specific for exogenous FeLV revealed the presence of at least 6 copies of exogenous FeLV proviruses at different integration sites in each cell line. These results indicate that there may be common FeLV integration sites at least in A2p22 and B2p15-p14. The cytogenetic analysis used in this study can promptly screen FeLV insertions and provide tags for identifying the novel common integration site.